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Abstract
We study the relationship between acceptability/annoyance rating and traditional MOS quality ratings of UGC videos. Acceptability/annoyance is a key concept for evaluating services, as it classify whether the delivered service quality falls into acceptable, annoying but acceptable, or not acceptable. This relates to the willingness of users to use those services. While audiovisual quality estimation models have a long research history, the translation of these quality scores to acceptability and willingness to use the services has only been weakly studied. In this work, a new dataset was then created to evaluate both quality and the acceptability/annoyance of videos. Different state-of-the-art quality prediction models videos were evaluated at predicting quality of UGC videos. Furthermore, performance at predicting acceptability/annoyance of videos was also tested.

Introduction
User Generated Content (UGC) video streaming is one of the major application on the Internet. Indeed, video streaming represents a major part of the Internet traffic, with YouTube and Netflix combined represented already more than a fifth of the internet traffic in 2021 [1].

Considering the volume of videos to stream, there is a need for perceptually-based encoding to allow decreasing the amount of data to be sent while preserving the quality of the videos. Netflix has described the use of quality metrics such as VMAF [2] for choosing bitrate ladders. This allows to consider the coding complexity of the contents [3] [4], and enable decreasing the required amount of data that needs to be sent. Therefore, there is a strong need to evaluate the quality of experience of users when watching UGC videos.

Quality evaluation of UGC videos
When UGC videos are considered, new challenges arise as the videos distributed by the platform were created and uploaded by casual users. Due to this user-generated nature, the quality of the videos cannot be guaranteed. Furthermore, quality evaluation metrics such as VMAF [2] that was used to evaluate the different encode trials requires a pristine quality reference to estimate the quality of a degraded video. Therefore, in the context of UGC videos, VMAF cannot be reliably used to estimate the quality of transcoded videos.

Due to this need for reference agnostic video quality metrics, a large amount of effort has been put into the development of no-reference video quality metrics that do not require a pristine quality reference. Tu [1] describes a benchmark of different no-reference video quality assessment method. The considered metrics are based either on Natural Scene Statistics (NSS) features [5], dictionaries of distortions [6], multi-level handcrafted features [7], or with deep convolutional neural networks (CNN) features [8] [9]. Additionally, Tu [1] proposed a new feature integration method called VIDEVAL that aggregates selected features from previous NSS-based models.

Going into fully data-driven models, different video quality assessment methods have been proposed. Zhang [10] showed that deep features from CNN models, such as VGG16 that was trained on image classification task, can efficiently be used for quality evaluation purpose. Li [11] described a model that combines a “content-aware feature extraction” module that is based on a pre-trained CNN model and a “temporal-memory” based on a Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) network for modeling temporal aspects. Xu [12] proposed a model that performs feature extractions using a Graph Convolution Network (GCN), evaluated the relative importance of features using an attention module, and temporally integrated features using a Bi-LSTM. Then, considering the recent advancement from Vision Transformers (ViT) [13], new attention-based quality evaluation models were proposed [14] [15]. These leverage ViT to model attention and weight the contribution of different spatial regions.

Going beyond quality evaluation Wang [16] describe the UVQ model that aims at better understanding quality predictions. The authors describe a “Comprehensive Interpretation Network for Video Quality” (CoINVQ) that is composed of thee sub-graphs that output three different key information: the type of content, the distortions induced during production of the content, and the compression level from coding. The output of the different sub-graph would then enable to better understand the construct of video quality ratings. Finally, an overall quality score is also computed using a temporal integration module.

Acceptance evaluation
Although quality prediction has been intensively studied, from an operator point of view it is also important to know how to interpret the quality scale and identify what level of quality is acceptable for the user. Several studies have then addressed the question of acceptability. First, Jumisko-Pyykkö [17] defines acceptability as a binary measure. The goal is to locate the threshold of minimum acceptable quality that fulfills user quality expectations and his needs for a certain application or system. The evaluation process of acceptability was defined in the ITU-T Recommendation P.10/G.100 stating that this scale should be evaluated on the basis of a Yes/No answer so to put a low
cognitive burden on the participants [18]. However, evaluating acceptability is not simple. Indeed, previous works have considered that what may be considered as an acceptable quality may not be enjoyable. Therefore, studies were conducted with different scales to address different levels of acceptability. This was done by asking participants about not only “acceptability” but also “pleasing acceptability” by Song [19], or whether the quality level was “annoying” by Li [11]. The latter was done using an acceptability/annoyance (AccAnn) scale and enabled the steps leading from annoyance to unacceptability to be better understood. Finally, it should also be mentioned that works have aimed at measuring acceptability using the relationship between quality and whether users wish to quit watching videos [20, 21].

Aiming at better understanding the relationship between scales, Jumisko-Pyykko [17] studied the relationship between “pleasing acceptability” and “acceptable quality”. She found that pleasing acceptability would be reached at a higher quality level than acceptable quality, and a three order polynomial mapping could be found between the two. Several works have then aimed at mapping the quality-related parameters such as QP, bitrate, PSNR and Structural Similarity Index (SSIM) to acceptability using sigmoidal functions [17, 22, 23, 24]. Koning [25] proposed to map NTIA VQM quality scores [26] with acceptability ratings using a three order polynomial function. Pessemier [22] described a model based on a decision tree with network, watching behavior, and video quality -features. Finally, Li [11] proposed a classification algorithm to map predictions from quality levels into AccAnn levels, and Ak [28] showed that depending on the context of evaluation the relationship the results on the relationship between quality and acceptability could vary.

Contributions

As discussed above, significant work has been done on the evaluation of UGC videos’ quality, and on the relationship between quality and acceptability. However, the acceptability of UGC videos has only been weakly addressed. Key research questions this work investigates are the following:

• How different UGC datasets relates with each others, and what are the consequences on video quality prediction models.
• How well the UGC quality prediction models can predict acceptability of UGC videos.

In the following, Section 2 describes a large scale crowd-sourced experiment that evaluates both quality and acceptability of UGC videos. Section 3 provides the analysis on the two research question. Finally, Section 4 concludes this paper.

Experiments

In this study, the relationship between quality and acceptability of UGC videos is addressed. To this aim, various content were presented at various levels of quality and were evaluated both in terms of quality and acceptability. This section describes the selection process of source content, the definition of coding conditions, and the subjective evaluation methodology.

Content selection

In the literature, several UGC video datasets have been established (Table 1). These datasets contain videos with various quality due to being available at different resolutions, frame rate, and/or were captured using cameras of various quality. These videos are provided with subjective scores that can be based on ratings from observers. The number of ratings can be as low as 5 observers in the case of KoNViD-150K.B [29], or as high as beyond 150 participants in the case of the YouTube-UGC dataset [30]. Figure 1 shows histograms of quality scores of the dataset that were available for download. The subjective score depicted in these bar graph were collected by the respective authors of these datasets. From this Figure, it can be seen that each dataset shows different quality ratings distribution. The YouTube-UGC dataset is tailored towards high quality videos, the KoNViD-1K and Live Qualcomm datasets show quality values centered around a MOS of 3. The KoNViD-150K is available in two version “A” and “B”. In the case of KoNViD-150K.A 152 265 videos were evaluated by 5 observers, while in the case of KoNViD-150K.B 1577 videos were evaluated by at least 89 observers. Subjective score distribution shows that KoNViD-150K.B mostly shows average quality videos, while KoNViD-150K.A contains higher quality ratings. Finally, the YouKu-V1K and Netflix public datasets show rather uniform distribution of quality values.

However, an important aspect to note, is that all datasets are not necessarily aligned, and a quality rating “4” in the YouTube-UGC dataset does not necessarily correspond to a quality rating “4” in the Youku-V1K dataset. Indeed, as the context of evaluation, the type of quality impairments, and the range of quality values seen by participants is different in each experiment, and the ratings are then given in different referentials.

In order to study the relationship between quality and acceptability across a large variety of conditions, videos from these open datasets were selected. Doing so allows increasing the diversity of our test set in terms of content, types of impairment, camera systems, etc., as each dataset has varying diversity in these dimensions. Secondly, this also allow learning the relationship between the quality scores from the different open datasets.

As the relationship between quality and acceptability is aimed, it is also proposed to include coding conditions by transcoding the videos taken from the open datasets into lower quality levels. The videos directly taken from the open dataset will then be referred as “ingested videos” as if these videos were directly uploaded by users onto a video streaming platform. These “ingested videos” are then transcoded to lower quality so to mimic the different step of a bitrate ladder.

Figure 2 depicts the quality of the “ingested videos” that were selected from 5 of the open datasets. The selection process was done so to cover the range of quality values from each dataset. Secondly, diversity in terms of type of content (gaming, travel, talk shows, etc.) was also aimed. As in this experiment, ingested videos are transcoded at various quality, an over-representation of high ingest quality was done so to allow the test to have balanced quality condition once coding conditions are added. Finally, the duration of the videos were reduced to five seconds. At the end of this process, 326 “ingest videos” were selected.
## Coding condition

To study the relationship between quality and acceptability of each video, videos were encoded at different quality levels. To define the coding conditions, videos were encoded using the VP9 codec with the preset medium from FFmpeg 6.1. Constant rate factor (CRF) of 10, 20, 28, 32, 40, 45, 50 were used for each considered resolution (1920x1080, 1280x720, 854x480, 640x260, 426x240, 256x144). Quality of each encode is then measured using VMAF by comparing the ingest video in 1920x1080 resolution with each of the encodes. Based on this encode, the convex hull that provide the highest quality that can be achieved across all resolution for a given bitrate can be estimated. Figure 3(left) depicts this process for one of the video.

VMAF computes the quality of the video with respect to the reference, and relates to DMOS. In order to take into account the quality of the video at ingest, the subjective quality scores that were provided from the source dataset are taken into account so to obtain an estimate of the quality of the video after transcoding. Such process is given in Equation 1. This model was based on knowledge extracted from previous experiments, and its validity will be further shown in the result section.

\[
MOS_{\text{coded}} = 4 \times \frac{\text{VMAF}}{100} \times \frac{MOS_{\text{ingest}} - 1}{4} + 1
\]  

(1)

Based on this estimate of the transcoding quality, coding conditions are defined. First, the highest quality is selected so to include the ingest quality. Then, up to 3 other coding conditions were defined. The number of coding condition was set to be dependent on the quality of the ingest. If the ingested video had a low quality, for example a $MOS = 2$, transcoding this video to three other quality level would result in 3 similar quality values which would not be a good use of the experimental resources. Therefore, the process for selecting coding conditions followed these rules:

- The lowest was set to 240p as 144p would lead to too low quality and is expected to be unacceptable.
- The lowest quality 240p video was selected if its quality is distinct enough from the ingest quality.
- Coding conditions are chosen to be uniformly spread in the MOS domain between the highest and lowest quality level.
- There should be at least 0.8 unit of MOS between two coding conditions. If not achievable, fewer transcoding conditions are used.
- Processed video (PVS) were selected among the encoding trials that were performed during the estimation of the convex hull. Videos that most closely match the selection criteria were chosen.

Figure 3(right) depicts the selected coding conditions based on the estimated MOS for these conditions (using Equation 1).
This process is then repeated for every ingested video. Figure 3 depicts the quality distribution of all coding conditions for every ingested video (source content, SRC). In this figure, the vertical axis represents the estimated MOS while the horizontal axis are the different ingested videos (SRCs). Coding condition for the same SRC are linked by a line enabling to visualize the quality range. This figure shows that quality of videos were by design uniformly distributed in the MOS domain.

Figure 4: Distribution of estimated MOS across all coding conditions

**Subjective evaluation**

At the end of the encoding process, 1080 Processed Video Signal (PVSs) needed to be evaluated both in terms of quality and acceptability/annoyance scales. Videos were evaluated in crowdsourcing using an in-house crowdsourcing platform while participants were recruited on Prolific

Considering that participants cannot evaluate all the 1080 videos, 27 playlists of 40 videos were created. Each playlist was constructed so to ensure that participant will see the same range of quality and will also see videos from each of the dataset that were merged by this experiment.

To allow a smooth playback, videos were transcoded into H.264 with the “slower” preset and a CRF of 4. This was done so to preserve quality and ensure that participant will benefit from hardware decoding during video playback. In order to control for the upscaling algorithm that is used for videos with resolution lower than 1920x1080, videos were also pre-upscaled to full HD using the lanczos3 algorithm from FFmpeg. Each of the 27 playlist resulted in approximately 5GB of videos to be downloaded. The downloading process was performed before the experiment started so to avoid any stalling due to rebuffering issues.

Participants were recruited from western europe and English speaking countries in order to ensure that they would understand the instructions. Screening of the participant was performed to ensure that they would use a computer screen with a resolution of at least HD so they will be able to perceive the full resolution of the videos.

When taking the task, the experiment started with preliminary screening that performed checks on the participants configuration: screen resolution, supported browser, supported operating system, supported devices (only computer were allowed to take the task, phone and tablet users could not take part into the experiment). Then, the participant would be presented with the instruction about the experiment. During the time when participants read the instruction, videos were downloaded onto the participants’ computer. Once the download was completed, participants could start the experiment.

The experiment started with a training procedure where 5 videos of various quality were presented to them. Instruction were given to the participants so to explain the expected rating for these video. Once the participants completed the training, they were able to start the main experiment. To monitor for data quality during the test, honey pot videos were included into the playlists using conditions with clear ratings such as reference video from the Netflix dataset or obviously low quality videos.

In the case of the quality evaluation task, the Absolute Category Rating (ACR) 5 point methodology was used with the label as defined in ITU-T P910. In the case of the acceptability/annoyance (AccAnn) evaluation task, participants were asked to rate videos on three categorical item: “not annoying”, “acceptable but annoying”, “not acceptable” as defined in [11].

In total, 966 participants took part in the quality evaluation task for the 27 playlists, and so far 112 participants took part in the AccAnn evaluation task for the evaluation of 4 of the 27 playlists. In the quality evaluation task, videos received between 32 and 41 ratings. In the case of the AccAnn experiments, each of the video from the completed playlists received from 26 to 50 ratings.

**Results**

In this section, the results of the crowdsourcing experiments are presented.

**Evaluation of subjective quality**

Once data were collected, quality scores were processed using the sureal package. This provides an implementation of a model of subject bias/inconsistency and maximum likelihood estimation (MLE). This model is part of the ITU-T Recommendation P910. Using this model, inconsistencies from participant can be taken into account and allow recovering MOS without the contribution from participants with strong inconsistencies.

Figure 5 depicts the relationship between MOS values collected in this crowdsourcing experiment compared to the MOS data from the respective original datasets. Table II depicts the relationship between the quality ratings from the conducted crowdsourcing experiment and the ratings provided in the original dataset. The table shows that, with the exception of KonViD-1K, strong correlation can be found between the collected data.

---

1https://www.prolific.com/

2https://github.com/Netflix/sureal
in this experiment and the data from the open datasets. Equation 2 describe a linear model between the data collected in this crowdsourcing experiment (MOS\textsubscript{cs}) and the data from the original datasets (MOS\textsubscript{ds}). From the regression coefficients, it can be observed that the videos from YouTube UGC and KonViD-150K.B datasets were rated at lower quality in this experiment compared to the ratings in their original dataset. Such difference show the importance of context in the evaluation and participants rate with respect to the other video they see when doing their task.

Table 2: Analysis of the alignment between the different datasets and the conducted crowdsourcing experiment. PCC refers to the pearson linear correlation coefficient, and SRCC is the spearman rank order coefficient. S and O are respectively the slope and offset in Equation 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>dataset</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>O</th>
<th>PCC</th>
<th>SRCC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Youku-V1K</td>
<td>0.826</td>
<td>0.542</td>
<td>0.928</td>
<td>0.862</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KonViD-1K</td>
<td>1.038</td>
<td>-0.308</td>
<td>0.780</td>
<td>0.733</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Youtube_UGC</td>
<td>0.639</td>
<td>1.496</td>
<td>0.932</td>
<td>0.879</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netflix</td>
<td>0.893</td>
<td>0.551</td>
<td>0.957</td>
<td>0.958</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KonViD-150K.B</td>
<td>0.545</td>
<td>1.618</td>
<td>0.926</td>
<td>0.889</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[
\text{MOS}_{ds} = S \times \text{MOS}_{cs} + O 
\]

(2)

\[\text{MOS}_{ds} = \text{MOS}_{cs} + \text{MOS}_{ingest}\]

The model from Equation 1 that combines the subjective score and offset in Equation 2 describe a linear model between the data collected in this study and the respective original datasets.

Figure 6 and 7 depicts the relationship between subjective quality scores obtained from the crowdsourcing experiment, and the prediction from the model described in Equation 1 and the predictions from the UVQ compression distortion network [16]. The model from Equation 1 that combines the subjective score from the origin subjective dataset with VMAF scores shows a strong correlation with the crowdsourced quality ratings (PCC of 0.920, SRCC of 0.919). This shows that combining VMAF with ingest MOS in a multiplicative manner as shown in Equation 1 allows predicting the quality of transcoded videos. However, the quality of the ingested videos need to be known. In this case, MOS data from the source database were used, but such MOS value is usually unknown. The UVQ compression distortion network is a no-reference video quality model and can predict quality in a blind manner. Performance numbers show a PCC of 0.835 and a SRCC of 0.839. Finally, Figure 8 depicts the combined use of UVQ and VMAF as in Equation 1. With this approach, ingest video quality is estimated using UVQ, and degradation compared to ingested quality is measured using VMAF. Both measures are then combined multiplicatively. With this approach, quality prediction accuracy reaches a PCC of 0.867 and a SRCC of 0.869 showing a slight improvement of performance.

Figure 6: Relationship between predicted MOS using Equation 1 with subjective scores from the crowdsourced experiment.

Figure 7: Relationship between predicted MOS from UVQ compression distortion network [16] with subjective scores from the crowdsourced experiment.

**Study of acceptability/annoyance**

In the second part of the crowdsourcing study, participants rated videos on the acceptability/annoyance scale. The videos are classified into three categorial classes: not acceptable, acceptable but annoying, acceptable and not annoying. Considering the categorial nature of the label, an average rating cannot be computed directly from the individual answers from the participants. Therefore, Li [11] defined an algorithm that make use of Fisher’s exact test to identify which AccAnn class should be attributed to each video based on individual observers ratings. Videos are then classified into “not acceptable” (NAcc), “acceptable but annoying” (AA), “not annoying” (NAnn). To account for cases where the Fisher’s exact test indicates that statistical significance was not
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Figure 8: Relationship between predicted MOS from the combined use of UVQ and VMAF with the subjective scores from the crowdsourced experiment. UVQ is used to predict ingest quality, while VMAF predict degradation from coding.

Figure 9 depicts the relationship between subjective quality and AccAnn classes.

Conclusion

In this paper a crowdsourcing experiment was conducted to study the quality and acceptability/annoyance of videos. It was shown that there is a misalignment between existing open UGC datasets, and subjective ratings from one dataset are not in the same quality scale than the other datasets. The performance of different quality estimation model was tested. It was shown that if ingest video quality is known, VMAF is capable of predicting the quality of transcode of these ingest video by using a simple multiplication between ingest quality and VMAF scores. It was also shown the performance of UVQ at estimating transcoded video quality could be improved by combining it with VMAF. The acceptability/annoyance of videos were evaluated, and it was found that a simple threshold of 2 and 3.5 could distinguish between “not acceptable”, “acceptable but annoying”, and “not annoying”-quality of videos. Finally, performance of UGC quality prediction model at separating AccAnn levels was tested, but shows space for further improvement. In future work, the modeling of the likelihood of each AccAnn classes as a function of MOS will be studied. Furthermore, we will work on improving the prediction accuracy of AccAnn levels.
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